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Manual Transmission Rebuild Cost
Transmission repair cost can be very expensive and cost to
rebuild transmission can range from $1,100 to $3,200, based on
your particular car model and where you’re taking it to get fixed.
Transmission rebuild cost is so high because it has several
complex components, most of which are simply irreplaceable
and can cause significant damage to your vehicle.
Transmission Repair Cost Guide 2020 - Pricing Table and
...
Rebuilt & Remanufactured Manual Transmissions. One of the
greatest benefits of manual transmissions is that they last longer
than automatic transmissions do, but if you have really put some
miles on your vehicle over the years, the time may come when
that standard transmission has to be replaced.
Buy Rebuilt & Remanufactured Manual 5-Speed
Transmissions ...
Average transmission rebuild: $2,800 to $3,800. Average
transmission replacement: $4,000 to $8,000 Herndon Reston
Transmission. Herndon, Virginia. Average transmission flush:
$199. Solenoid replacement: $23 up to $2,000, depending on
the car’s make and how many solenoids are replaced. Average
transmission rebuild: $2,800
How Much Does It Cost to Repair My Transmission? |
Angie's ...
A transmission rebuild costs anywhere from $1,428 to $3,015,
depending on your model of car and where you get it fixed. That
vast range comes from the fact that your transmission may
contain parts that are hard to replace or it may have caused
extensive damage to other parts of your car.
The Complete Guide to Transmission Rebuild and Repair
Costs
These costs are typical of transmission repair shops. Expect to
pay on the high side of these numbers if you have the work done
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at an automobile dealership or franchise chain. Cost to REBUILD
a Transmission: Cost Range: $1,580 to $4,020 Average Cost:
$1,975 to $2,700. Cost to Purchase and Install a
REMANUFACTURED Transmission:
Transmission Rebuild Costs | Street Smart® Transmission
Transmission Replacement Labor Cost. A big portion of any
transmission replacement or rebuild is the labor cost. It’s at least
six hours to remove and install a transmission, often twice that.
How much is a transmission? Well, transmission prices will vary
between different makes and models, but can range from $1500
to $4000 for the part alone! When you’re looking at the true cost
of transmission replacement, expect labor to be a third to a half
of the overall cost.
Transmission Repair Costs & Replacement Guide! Here's
What ...
Unfortunately, transmission replacement is one of the most
expensive things to do on most cars, and depending on the
value of your own, it might not even be worth it. Professionally
remanufactured transmissions for most vehicles start around
$1000. Automatic and CVT transmissions will go up from there.
How Much Does a Transmission Cost?
A good estimate cost for a transmission rebuild at a shop is
between $1500 and $3000 as of 2009. Doing it yourself would
likely be under $500, considering that all you have to pay for are
the parts, not the labor. There are many variables. A rebuild is
taking the transmission out of the car, opening up the case, and
visually inspecting each part.
What is the Cost to Rebuild a Transmission? | It Still Runs
If you are interested to buy rebuilt manual transmissions,
explore large variety of rebuilt transmissions here. We are ISO
9002 certified store where you are assured for top quality parts
every time. All manual transmission parts here are thoroughly
checked and verified as per OE specifications to offer excel
quality assurance to the buyers.
Buy Rebuilt Manual Transmission From Our Extensive
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Inventory.
Transmission replacement costs also vary widely, but manual
transmissions typically are cheaper, falling into a rough range of
$1,500 to $3,000 for non-luxury vehicles. Automatics are more...
Are Manual Transmissions Cheaper to Repair and
Maintain ...
Major transmission repairs can easily cost $1000 to $2000 in
labor alone and may take as little as a few days or up to a month
to complete if you’re waiting on parts to arrive. It’s possible the
culprit could be a simple leak caused by a cracked fluid line.
That’s cheap to fix.
How Much Does Transmission Repair Cost? | My
Transmission ...
On average, the cost for a transmission rebuild at an AAMCO
repair shop is between $2,800 and $3,800, according to
customers who have used the franchise in the past. We were
able to find a few customers who did post their estimates online,
and we included our findings inside our table below. Use these
as an estimate as your quote can greatly vary.
How Much Does an AAMCO Transmission Rebuild Cost ...
Rebuilt transmission includes basic 12 month/ 12,000 mile
warranty. Maintenance & repairs estimated on US average of
$600 per year with two additional major $1000 repairs added to
older vehicle. Taxes based on 6%. All calculations for pricing,
insurance, taxes, et al throughout this guide were based on
using Pennsylvania data.
Transmission Cost - Repair & Rebuild Services | AAMCO
Automatic transmission service costs: These are typically needed
every 30,000 miles, and run from $120 (most cars) to $500
(VW’s DSG transmission). Manuals require a sub $100
transmission oil change every 100k miles or so. The manual also
needs a clutch change every 150k-200k miles, which will run
about $500.
The Cost of Manual Transmission vs. Automatic
Transmission
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The purchase of a new transmission costs between $1,300 and
$3,400, depending on the vehicle model. You will then have to
spend $500 to $800 in labor costs to install a new transmission.
However, if you replace a lot of transmission parts, the repairs
can be more expensive than buying a new transmission.
Transmission Rebuild or Replace - Which is cheaper?
Transmission rebuild. Never Rebuild Your Car’s Transmission,
Unless, DIY and car review with Scotty Kilmer. Rebuilding
transmission. Should you rebuild, repa...
Never Rebuild Your Car’s Transmission, Unless - YouTube
The average price can be based on a general number and then,
we can discuss the variables. According to Edmunds.com, the
average cost to have a new transmission replaced (at a
transmission repair shop) is approximately $1,800. This total
includes complete replacement of the related parts (flywheel,
disc, pressure plate, etc.).
Typical Cost for Transmission Repair - Mr. Clutch
Rebuilt Toyota Manual Transmissions W56A, W56B, W56C, W59,
R151, R151b, R150c, R150d, W55c, W59b, Toyota 4Runner
Transmission Toyota Pickup Transmission Toyota T100
Transmission Toyota Tacoma Transmission Toyota Tundra
Transmission
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